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Subject Area Committee Name: Bioscience Technology (BIT) 

Focal Outcome Being Reassessed: Self-Reflection 

Contact Person: 

Name e-mail 
Josh Cary josh.cary@pcc.edu 
 

Use this form if your assessment project is a follow-up reassessment of a previously completed initial assessment.  The basic model 
we use for core outcome assessment at PCC is an “assess – address – reassess” model. 

 

The primary purpose for yearly assessment is to improve student learning. We do this by seeking out areas of concern, making 
changes, reassessing to see if the changes helped.  

(Re)Assess 

Initial Findings 
Response to 

Initial Findings - 
Address 
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• Refer to the help document for guidance in filling out this report.  If this document does not address your question/concern, 
contact Nora Stevens to arrange for coaching assistance. 

• Please attach all rubrics/assignments/etc. to your report submissions. 
• Subject Line of Email: Ressessment Report Form (or RRF) for <your SAC name> (Example: RRF for NRS) 
• File name: SACInitials_RRF_2018 (Example: NRS_RRF_2018) 
• SACs are encouraged to share this report with their LAC coach for feedback before submitting. 
• Make all submissions to learningassessment@pcc.edu. 

Due Dates:  
• Planning Sections of LAC Assessment or Reassessment Reports: November 27th, 2017 
• Completed LAC Assessment or Reassessment Reports: June 16th, 2018 

Please Verify This Before Beginning this Report: 

X  This project is in the second stage of the assess/reassess process (if this is an initial assessment, use the 
LAC Assessment Report Form CTE. Available here.) 

Initial Assessment Project Summary (previously completed assessment project) 

Briefly summarize the main findings of your initial assessment.  Include either 1 ) the frequencies (counts) 
of students who attained your benchmarks and those who did not, or 2) the percentage of students who 
attained your benchmark(s) and the size of the sample you measured: 
 

From the initial use of the student self-reflection program outcomes rubric in spring 2017, I learned that students evaluated 
themselves lowest in the following categories: 

• Academic – “Maintain strong grades” 
• Technical – “Document all work according to established standards” 
• Job Readiness – “Engage in networking” and “Researched / applied for internships and/or jobs” 
• Personal Effectiveness – “Planning / organization” 
• Interpersonal Effectiveness – students did not evaluate themselves, on average, below 4 out of 5 points in any criteria in this 

category 

mailto:nora.stevens@pcc.edu
mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu
http://www.pcc.edu/resources/academic/learning-assessment/CTEAssessment_Templates.html
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From these results, I interpreted the following: 
• Academic – Students are rightfully concerned about grades, but we emphasize the development of skills, taking risks and 

learning over maintaining a perfect GPA. The vast majority of students in the program are able to maintain satisfactory (2.0+) 
GPAs and no correction action is needed here. 

• Technical – Students do not have specific questions about documentation standards and typically do follow the standards. 
Most concerns stem from time management regarding the ability to enter information into the notebook while balancing other 
lab tasks and in keeping the notebook up to date consistently.  

• Job Readiness – Even into spring term, many students have not yet started networking or applying to any jobs.  
• Personal Effectiveness – Students sometimes feel disorganized in lab, especially when taking 2+ lab classes per term which 

may have similar protocols with critical differences in application between classes. Students could use more models or 
assistance with successful organization strategies. 

• Interpersonal Effectiveness – Students rated themselves highly in communication, teamwork, and reliability. A few students 
with difficulties in these areas did accurately report low scores for themselves. Overall at a program level, students know what 
is expected at this level and accurately report their ability to meet standards. 

 

Briefly summarize the changes to instruction, assignments, texts, lectures, etc. that you have made to 
address your initial findings: 
 

Changes regarding self-reflection tasks implemented in the 2017-2018 academic year include / will include: 
• We added more sections to our Bioscience Technology Student Handbook. This included a section on evaluation so that 

students can see several rubrics by which they would be evaluated on technical skills and program outcomes. The self-
reflection rubric for the purpose of this program assessment was among those included. 

• We presented these changes to the Handbook during our Bioscience New Student Orientation, held the Thursday before 
classes begin. This year, we included an activity on communication style during the orientation, setting the stage for reflection 
on personal communication style and on growth of “soft skills.” 

• I continued to assign a self-reflection activity as the first homework in fall term’s BIT 109 course. This activity is titled “Traits 
and Behaviors Required for Jobs in Biotechnology” and begins the process of self-reflection for students. This year, I 
discussed the assignment more explicitly with students (see below). 

• On the first day of class in fall term, I showed a video about “Growth Mindset vs Fixed Mindset” and referenced the video’s 
material several times throughout BIT 109 in fall term during class discussions, with the goal that through self-reflection 
students can learn from mistakes and see them as opportunities for growth in both technical and interpersonal skills. 

• As was done last year, I held individual meetings with each student in early October. These mandatory meetings focused on 
creating a Grad Plan to outline all coursework for students to reach graduation, as well as address any early program or 
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performance concerns. This year, I added to the meeting agenda a discussion of the self-reflection homework so that the 
student could highlight 1-2 skills to focus on for the term. I also asked each student if this process of self-reflection was 
familiar or new to them so I could gauge whether incoming students have completed personal assessments of this type 
before and if they have previously placed value in the process of self-reflection. 

• At our BIT SAC meeting on Oct 25, 2017, I discussed the student self-reflection program outcomes rubric with part-time 
faculty in the department and presented an instructor version of the same rubric, allowing for instructor comments on 
Academic, Technical, Job Readiness, Personal Effectiveness, and Interpersonal Effectiveness. I emphasized the role of this 
assessment throughout courses in our department. 

• At the end of fall term this year, I will collect the instructor program outcomes assessments. 
• During winter term this year, I will assign the student self-reflection rubric. Following the assignment, I will meet individually 

with each student to review their self-reflection outcomes and discuss their job readiness. New for this year, I will have the 
results from 5 faculty evaluations in fall term. With these, I can provide deeper feedback to students and relate their self-
perception to that of multiple instructors. We will be able to discuss areas for growth and identify if students are aware of their 
strengths and weaknesses in critical program outcome areas. 

 
Changes in response to 2016-2017 student self-reflection responses include: 

• Technical skills – Documentation in lab notebooks 
o Check in with students more frequently regarding the maintenance of their lab notebooks and obtain feedback about 

what is challenging. (I formally check notebooks 3 times per term, and now informally check an additional 2 times per 
term).  

o Offer more open lab times, as needed, for students to work on their notebooks. (Students are not allowed to take 
notebooks home.) 

• Job Readiness – Networking and Job Applications 
o Encourage networking earlier in the program. (So far in 2017-2018 we were able to secure funding for about half of 

the students in the cohort to attend the 2017 Oregon Bioscience Association Showcase for students to see industry 
presentations and network with industry professionals as early as October.) 

o Establish a shared spreadsheet via Google Drive listing networking, job, and internship opportunities for students and 
reference this document in class throughout fall term. Get students to explore opportunities earlier on. 

• Personal Effectiveness – Planning / Organization 
o Create Google Calendar of all courses and share with students. 
o Express importance of organization strategies, including use of Google Calendar, setting labels and filters in email, 

and other digital solutions.  
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o Express importance of using Excel or other spreadsheet software when planning experiments, especially in regards to 
calculations related to procedures. 

o Model the use of Google software and Excel during class time and provide templates on course websites. 
o Offer to meet individually with students to review their organization plan and provide feedback. 

 

If you initially assessed students in courses, which courses did you assess: 
 

BIT 215 
 

If you made changes to your assessment tools or processes for this reassessment, briefly describe those 
changes here: 
 

I will continue to use the same student self-reflection rubric developed last year. I have added an instructor version to collect 
individual feedback on each student from all fall term instructors. 
 

(For SACs that participated in the Multi-State Collaborative): Will this reassessment “close the loop” on an 
assessment you conducted in 2014 – 2015, 2015 – 2016, or 2016 – 2017 for the Multi-State Collaborative? 

  Yes 
  No 

   
 

1. Outcome Chosen for Focal Analysis 

1A.  How does your field interpret the outcome you are reassessing? 
 

Self-reflection is an important skill in the bioscience industry as students will continue to undergo extensive training when they work in 
labs in the future and must continue to monitor their progress. The process of continuous learning and improvement applies across all 
types of jobs in the industry. In academic research, technicians must be able to reflect on previous results to discuss new 
experimental designs. In production or manufacturing, technicians must maintain the highest quality of work and strive for optimization 
of work products. Careful observation and troubleshooting of equipment / techniques is required of technicians. 
1B. If the assessment project relates to any of the following, check all that apply: 
 

 Degree/Certificate Outcome – if yes, include here: “Apply knowledge of safety principles, quality and regulatory 
issues, teamwork and good business practices to work in a bioscience laboratory or manufacturing environment.” AND “Plan 
and organize tasks to allow efficient completion of complex procedures, including planning and executing multiple procedures 
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2. Project Description 

2A. Assessment Context 
Check all the applicable items: 
 

  Course-based assessment.   
Course names and number(s):       
Type of assessment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):       
 

Are there course outcomes that align with this aspect of the core outcome being investigated?   Yes      No 
If yes, include the course outcome(s) from the relevant CCOG(s):       
 

  Common/embedded assignment in all relevant course sections. An embedded assignment is one that is already included as 
an element in the course as usually taught.  Please attach the activity in an appendix. If the activity cannot be shared, indicate the 
type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):       
 

  Common – but not embedded - assignment used in all relevant course sections. Please attach the activity in an appendix. 
If the activity cannot be shared, indicate the type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):       
 

  Practicum/Clinical work.  Please attach the activity/checklist/etc. in an appendix. If this cannot be shared, indicate the type of 
assessment (e.g., supervisor checklist, interview, essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):       
 

  External certification exam.  Please attach sample questions for the relevant portions of the exam in an appendix (provided 
that publically revealing this information will not compromise test security). Also, briefly describe how the results of this exam are 
broken down in a way that leads to nuanced information about the aspect of the core outcome that is being investigated. 
      
 

  SAC-created, non-course assessment.  Please attach the assessment in an appendix. If the assessment cannot be shared, 
indicate the type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.): See “Bioscience Technology - 2017-2018 Program 

that proceed simultaneously. Coordinate with others to work as part of a team.” 
 PCC Core Outcome – if yes, which one: Self-Reflection 
 Course Outcome – if yes, which one:       
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Outcomes - Self-Reflection” 
 

  Portfolio. Please attach sample instructions/activities/etc. for the relevant portions of the portfolio submission in an appendix. 
Briefly describe how the results of this assessment are broken down in a way that leads to nuanced information about the aspect of 
the core outcome that is being investigated:       

  TSA.  Please attach the relevant portions of the assessment in an appendix. If the assessment cannot be shared, indicate the 
type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.): 
 

      
 

  Survey 
 

  Interview 
 

  Other.  Please attach the activity/assessment in an appendix. If the activity cannot be shared, please briefly describe:       
 
In the event publicly sharing your assessment documents will compromise future assessments or uses of the assignment, do not 
attach the actual assignment/document.  Instead, please give as much detail about the activity as possible in an appendix. 
 

2B. How will you score/measure/quantify student performance?   
 

  Rubric (used when student performance is on a continuum - if available, attach as an appendix – if in development, attach to the 
completed report that is submitted in June) 

  Checklist (used when presence/absence rather than quality is being evaluated - if available, attach as an appendix – if in 
development, attach to the completed report that is submitted in June) 

  Trend Analysis (often used to understand the ways in which students are, and are not, meeting expectations; trend analysis can 
complement rubrics and checklist) 

  Objective Scoring (e.g., Scantron-scored examinations) 
  Other – briefly describe:       

 

2C. Type of assessment (select one per column) 
 

  Quantitative                       Direct Assessment       
  Qualitative                         Indirect Assessment 

  
If you selected ‘Indirect Assessment’, please share your rationale:       
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Qual i tat ive Measures: projects that analyze in-depth, non-numerical data via observer impression rather than via quanti tat ive analysis.   General ly,  
qual i tat ive measures are used in exploratory,  pi lot projects rather than in t rue assessments of  student at tainment.   Note that the use of a numerical 
rubric is considered quantitative analysis ,  even i f  the art i facts under consideration are not based on quanti tat ive evaluations (e.g.  an essay scored 
by a rubric counts as quanti tat ive in the context of assessment).    
 
Indirect assessments (e.g.,  surveys, focus groups, etc.)  do not use measures of  di rect  student work output.   These types of assessments are also not 
able to t ruly document student attainment.   
 

2D. Check any of the following that were used by your SAC to create or select the assessment/scoring 
criteria/instruments used in this project: 
 

 Committee or subcommittee of the SAC collaborated in its creation 
 Standardized assessment 
 Collaboration with external stakeholders (e.g., advisory board, transfer institution/program) 
 Theoretical model (e.g., Bloom’s Taxonomy) 
 Aligned the assessment with standards from a professional body (for example, The American Psychological Association 

Undergraduate Guidelines, etc.) 
 Aligned the benchmark with the Associate’s Degree-level expectations of the Degree Qualifications Profile 
 Aligned the benchmark to within-discipline post-requisite course(s) 
 Aligned the benchmark to out-of-discipline post-requisite course(s) 
 Other (briefly explain:      ) 

 

 
 
2E. In which quarter will student artifacts (samples of student work) be collected? If student artifacts will be 
collected in more than one term, check all that apply. 
 

  Fall        Winter        Spring       Other (e.g., if work is collected between terms) 
 

2F. What student group do you want to generalize the results of your assessment to?  For example, if you are 
assessing performance in a course, the student group you want to generalize to is ‘all students taking this course.’  
 

All students in the Bioscience Technology program. 
 

2G. There is no single, recommended assessment strategy.  Each SAC is tasked with choosing appropriate 
methods for their purposes.  Which best describes the purpose of this project?      

  To measure established outcomes and/or drive programmatic change 
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  To participate in the Multi-State Collaborative for Learning Outcomes Assessment 
  Preliminary/Exploratory Investigation  

 

If you selected ‘Preliminary/Exploratory’, briefly describe your rationale for selecting your sampling method: 
 

       
 

2H. Which will you measure? 
 

  the population (all relevant students – e.g., all students enrolled in all currently-offered sections of the course) 
  a sample (a subset of students) 

 

If you are using a sample, select all of the following that describe your sample/sampling strategy (refer to the Help Guide for 
assistance): 
 

  Random Sample (student work selected completely randomly from all relevant students) 
  Systematic Sample (student work selected through an arbitrary pattern, e.g., ‘start at student 7 on the roster and then select 

every 5th student following’; repeating this in all relevant course sections) 
  Stratified Sample (more complex, consult with an LAC coach if you need assistance) 
  Cluster Sample (students are selected randomly from meaningful, naturally-occurring groupings (e.g., SES, placement exam 

scores, etc.) 
  Voluntary Response Sample (students submit their work/responses through voluntary submission – e.g., via a survey) 
  Opportunity/Convenience Sample (only some of the relevant instructors are participating) 

 
 

The last three options in bolded red have a high risk of introducing bias.  If your SAC is using one or more of these sample/sampling 
strategies, please share your rationale:       
 
2J. Briefly describe the procedure you will use to select your sample (including a description of the procedures 
used to ensure student and instructor anonymity).   
 
 

I will give the self-reflection assignment to all students enrolled in BIT 205 in winter term.  
 

2K. Follow this link to determine how many artifacts (samples of student work) you should include in your 
assessment: http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html (see screen shot below).  
 

http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html
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Start with the number of students you estimate will be enrolled in the course(s) from which you will draw the 
sample – that is your “population.”  Enter the other numbers as indicated in the screenshot.  The sample size 
calculator will tell you how many artifacts you need to collect.  Enter that number below: 
 
 

Our student sample size will be 18 to 20. 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Project Mechanics 

3A. Does your project utilize a rubric for scoring?            Yes       No 
If  ‘No’, proceed to section B.  If ‘Yes’, complete the following: 
 
Which method of ensuring consistent scoring (inter-rater reliability) will your SAC use for this project? 
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  Agreement – the percentage of raters giving each artifact the same/similar score in a norming session; ideally, that will be 75% 
agreement or greater. 
 

If you are using agreement, describe your plan for plan for conducting the “norming” or “calibrating” session: 
 

        
 

  Consensus - all raters score all artifacts and reach agreement on each score 
 
 

  Consistency* – raters’ scores are correlated: this captures relative standing of the performance ratings - but not precise 
agreement.  Briefly describe your plan: As BIT is a small program, I will be the only instructor meeting with students regarding their 
self-reflection assignment. I will be able to identify which program outcomes student consistently rank as their lowest performance. 
We do not have an absolute performance benchmark for this skill and instead are focusing on assisting all students to meet program 
outcomes and correlating students’ self-reflection on their progress with instructor evaluations in order to identify areas for growth. 
We want students to be able to accurately assess their own performance and be able to continue learning and adapting their 
technical performance during their cooperative education and eventual job placements. 
 
Notes: the agreement method is the most frequently used for assessment, but the calculation of inter-rater reliability is also 
among the more challenging issues within assessment as a whole.  If your SAC is unfamiliar with norming procedures, contact 
your assessment coach, or if you don’t know who your coach is, contact LAC Vice Chair Chris Brooks to arrange for coaching help 
for your SAC’s norming session. 
 
The consistency method is not generally recommended; see the help guide for details. 
 
 

3B. Have performance benchmarks been specified?   
 

The fundamental measure in educational assessment is the number of students who complete the work at the expected/required 
level.  We are calling this SAC-determined performance expectation the ‘benchmark.’   
 

  Yes  
  No 

 
If yes, briefly describe your performance benchmarks, being as specific as possible (if needed, attach as an appendix): 
 

mailto:christopher.brooks3@pcc.edu
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If no, what is the purpose of this assessment? (For example, this assessment will provide information that will lead to developing 
benchmarks in the future; or, this assessment will lead to areas for more detailed study, etc.) 
 

By collecting student self-reflection as well as instructor assessments on program outcomes (Academic, Technical, Job Readiness, 
Personal Effectiveness, and Interpersonal Effectiveness), I will be able to meet with each student in the program in winter term to 
discuss if they are on track in meeting program outcomes and are prepared to work in the bioscience industry. 
We have established benchmarks for Academic and Technical performance, and are working on developing rubrics / benchmarks for 
the “soft skills” of personal and interpersonal effectiveness. 
While I do not have a benchmark for the performance of “self-evaluation” itself, I am including multiple self-reflection assignments 
throughout the program in order for students to begin using this skill and to provide feedback on whether or not the student is 
accurately assessing themselves in areas with established benchmarks (in academic and technical tasks). 
 

3C. The purpose of this assessment is to have SAC-wide evaluation of student work, not to evaluate a particular instructor or 
student. Before evaluation, remove student-identifying information (and, when possible remove instructor-identifying information). If 
the SAC wishes to return instructor-specific results, see the Help Guide for suggestions on how to code and collate. Please share 
your process for ensuring that all identifying information has been removed. 
 

After collecting all student self-reflection data, I will report the data anonymously and only I will see the individual student results with 
names. 
 

3D. Will you be coding your data/artifacts in order to compare student sub-groups?               Yes       No 
If yes, select one of the boxes below: 
 

  student’s total earned hours       previous coursework completed       ethnicity        other 
 
 

Briefly describe your coding plan and rationale (and if you selected ‘other’, identify the sub-groups you will be coding for): 
 

      
 

3E. Ideally, student work is evaluated by both full-time and adjunct faculty, even if students being assessed are 
taught by only full-time and/or adjunct faculty. Further, more than one rater is needed to ensure inter-rater 
reliability.  If you feel only one rater is feasible for your SAC, please explain why:        
 
 

Who will be assessing student work for this project? Check all that apply. 
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  PCC Adjunct Faculty within the program/discipline 
  PCC FT Faculty within the program/discipline 
  PCC Faculty outside the program/discipline 
  Program Advisory Board Members 
  Non-PCC Faculty 
  External Supervisors 
  Other:       

 

End of Planning Section – Complete the remainder of this report after your assessment 
project is complete. 
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Beginning of End-of-Year Reporting Section – complete the following sections after your 
reassessment project is complete. 

4. Changes to the Assessment Plan 

Have there been changes to your project since you submitted the planning section of this report?      Yes     No 
 
If so, summarize those changes below: 
 
      
 

5. Narrative 

Broadly, what did your SAC learn this year from the assessment of the selected core outcome?  
 
Average student self-reflection scores for last year’s cohort and this year’s cohort are as follows: 
 
                                                              2016-2017 cohort average rating            2017-2018 average rating           
1. Academic Performance                    4.0                                                             4.3 
2. Technical Performance                    4.0                                                             4.1 
3. Job Readiness                                 3.5                                                             3.3 
4. Personal Effectiveness                    4.2                                                             4.1 
5. Interpersonal Effectiveness             3.9                                                             4.2 
 
Students evaluated themselves with the following scale: 
5 = Excellent               
4 = Very good                    
3 = Adequate                 
2 = Aware of problem and working on it 
1 = In need of more awareness and improvement 
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Within the 5 performance categories, the individual criteria with the lowest average self-assessment score were: 
 
1. Academic performance: “Maintain strong grades” (3.9) and “Consistently meet all course outcomes” (4.1) 
2. Technical performance: “Advanced lab techniques” (3.7) and “Document all work according to established standards” (3.9) 
3. Job Readiness: “Researched / applied for jobs” (2.9) and “Engage in networking / social media” (3.1) 
4. Personal Effectiveness: “Planning / organization” (3.6) and “Professionalism (punctual, dedicated, wise decision making” (4.0) 
5. Interpersonal Effectiveness: “Verbal communication with instructors and peers” (3.9) and “Written communication” (3.9) 
 
From our student’s self-reflection assignment, our SAC has learned that the same performance areas as seen as challenging to the 
students between cohorts. Specifically, students continue to rate themselves lowest in “job readiness” and in particular in following 
through to apply for jobs. This points to the need for ongoing support for students in their job applications. Student report that they 
have the skills necessary to apply for jobs (resumes, interviewing, sending letters) but often lack the confidence or the time required 
to submit applications during the winter or spring terms. Students also report low scores in planning and organization, which ties into 
their ability to manage their time and apply for jobs and secure a position before graduation. Our SAC has also learned that students 
generally rate themselves well in technical performance and personal and interpersonal effectiveness, indicating that students 
believe they are acquiring the necessary skills from the program. In fact, student self-reported scores were generally slightly higher in 
these areas, suggesting that our efforts to build self-reflection into the program more consistently and our efforts to highlight the 
importance of “soft skills” may be aiding in learning and acquiring these skills. 
 

6. Results of the Analysis of Assessment Project Data 

6A. Quantitative Summary of Sample/Population 
How many students were enrolled in all sections of the course(s) you assessed this year?  19  
If you did not assess in a course, report the number of students that are in the group you intend to generalize your results to. 
 
How many students did you actually assess in this project?  19 
Did you use a recommended sample size (see the Sample Size Calculator linked to in section 2J)? 
  Yes      No 
 

If you did not use a recommended sample size in your assessment, briefly explain why: 
 

I assigned the self-reflection survey to all enrolled students in winter term BIT205 and all students completed it. All students in our 
2017-2018 cohort were enrolled in this course. The only students not included were those who had dropped from the program. 
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6B. Did your project utilize a rubric for scoring?         Yes       No  
If ‘No’, proceed to section C.  If ‘Yes’, complete the following: 
 

How was inter-rater reliability assured? (Contact your SAC’s LAC Coach if you would like help with this.) 
 

  Agreement – the percentage of raters giving each artifact the same/similar score in a norming session 
  Consensus - all raters score all artifacts and reach agreement on each score 
  Consistency – raters’ scores are correlated: this captures relative standing of the performance ratings - but not precise agreement 
  Inter-rater reliability was not assured. 

 
If you utilized agreement or consistency measures of inter-rater reliability, report the level here:  
 

In addition to looking at average self-assessment scores for each performance category for the class, I also organized the data to 
look at the relative scoring for each individual student. I found that 16 of 19 students rated themselves lowest in “job readiness,” 
consistent with class averages. Thus, although individual students evaluated themselves relatively higher or lower across 
performance categories (student’s average self-scoring across all categories ranged from a low of 3.2 to a high of 4.7), almost all 
students identified the need for most improvement in their job readiness.  
 
6C. Brief Summary of Benchmark Achievement (frequencies and/or averages) 
 
In most cases, report the numbers of students who attain your benchmark level and the numbers who do 
not.  Do not average these numbers or combine dissimilar categories (e.g., do not combine ratings 
for communication and critical thinking together). If your project measures how many students attain 
the overall benchmark level of performance, report the summary numbers below (choose one): 
 
 
 
1. If you used frequencies of benchmark achievement, report those here.  For example, “46 students attained or 

exceeded the benchmark level in written communication and 15 did not.”  If necessary, provide detailed results 
in an appendix.   

 
 

 Our 2016-2017 cohort serves as a benchmark for this year’s results.  
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2. If you used percentages of the total to identify the degree of benchmark attainment in this project, report those 
here.  For example, “75% of 61 students attained or exceeded the benchmark level over-all in written 
communication.” 
 

The percentage of students rating themselves a 4.0 or higher in each performance category are as follows: 
 
                                                              2016-2017 cohort                                     2017-2018 average rating           
1. Academic Performance                    58%                                                          84% 
2. Technical Performance                     50%                                                          63% 
3. Job Readiness                                  25%                                                          26% 
4. Personal Effectiveness                     75%                                                          57% 
5. Interpersonal Effectiveness              66%                                                          79% 
 
 
3. Compare your students’ attainment of your expectations/benchmarks in this reassessment with their attainment in the 

initial assessment.  Briefly summarize your conclusions. 
 

In both assessments, only ¼ of our students self-reported that they felt their job readiness level was “very good” or “excellent.” For all 
other performance categories, over ½ of the students self-reported scores of “very good” or “excellent.”  
 
My conclusion is that the single skill area which deserves the most attention is “job readiness” and specifically in networking, sending 
out resumes, and applying for jobs. The students’ self-evaluation data presented above corroborates the anecdotal evidence I gather 
when meeting individually with students in that many students report confidence in their lab skills and communication skills but 
struggle to find the time and the confidence to apply to jobs while they are enrolled in classes full-time. Additionally, our job 
placement rate is typically very high, above 90% for students completing the AAS degree, suggesting that the students who do apply 
have the necessary technical and interpersonal skills that employers are seeking. Thus, in order to best serve students in their goal 
of job placement, we will continue to build assignments and expectations into the program that support and direct students to apply 
for jobs. 
 

6D. If possible, attach a more detailed description or analysis of your results (e.g., rubric scores, trend 
analyses, etc.) as an appendix to this document.  Appendix attached?      Yes       No 
6E. Do the results of this project suggest that additional academic / training changes might be beneficial to 
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your students (changes in curriculum, content, materials, instruction, pedagogy etc.)?       Yes     No 
 
If you answered ‘Yes,’ briefly describe the changes to improve student learning below.  If you answered 
‘No’, detail why no changes are called for. 
 

     The change to course instruction will be minor. Since the assessment last year, I implemented 3 strategies: 
1. Meet individually with each student at the beginning of spring term. At this mandatory meeting, I discussed each student’s current job search 

approach and plan going forward. 
2. Maintain a spreadsheet listing job, internship, and networking opportunities for students on Google Docs and remind students frequently to 

review and pursue these opportunities. 
3. Advertise and remind students of our Career Resource Center, especially drop in hours on Friday afternoons when students were not in class. 

I posted flyers and made two announcements in class about the resources available on campus and encouraging students to spend at least 2 
hours a week applying for jobs, preferably at the resource center with additional support. 

 
With these changes, we still found that most students report “job readiness” as an area for growth and students remain hesitant to apply for jobs, 
often waiting until the end of spring term courses before beginning their job application process. By this time, it can be too late to secure a co-
operative education site. 
 
My idea for changes for next year is to set the expectation that students will apply to at least 1 job per week beginning week 1 of spring term and 
will apply to at least 5 jobs by the middle of the term. I plan to build this expectation into my course by allotting participation credit for these job 
applications and by asking students to CC me on emails to prospective employers so that I can track their progress. This will set the expectation 
that students should apply to jobs earlier in attempt to secure co-operative education sites or employment before graduating from the program.  
 
If you are planning changes, when will these changes be fully implemented? 
 

     These changes will be implemented next year in spring term 2019. 
 

6F.  Has all identifying information been removed from your documents?  (Information includes 
student/instructor/supervisor names/identification numbers, names of external placement sites, etc.)   Yes   No 
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7. SAC Response to the Assessment Project Results 

7A. Assessment Tools & Processes: Indicate how well each of the following worked for your assessment:    
 
Tools (rubrics, test items, questionnaires, etc.): 
 

 very wel l       some small  problems/l imi tat ions to f ix      notable problems/l imi tat ions to f ix       completely inadequate/fai lure 
 

Please comment briefly on any changes to assessment tools that would lead to more meaningful results if 
this assessment were to be repeated (or adapted to another outcome). 
 
     I do not have any proposed changes to the student self-assessment rubric at this time.  
 
Processes (faculty involvement, sampling, norming, inter-rater reliability, etc.): 
 

 very wel l       some small  problems/l imi tat ions to f ix      notable problems/l imi tat ions to f ix       tools completely inadequate/fai lure 
 

Please comment briefly on any changes to assessment process that would lead to more meaningful results 
if this assessment were to be repeated (or adapted to another outcome). 
 
     The current implementation of self-reflection in winter term and follow up in spring term is working well. 
 

8. Follow-Up Plan 

8A. How will the changes detailed in this report be shared with all FT/PT faculty in your SAC?  (select al l  that 
apply) 

  email 
  campus mail 
   no changes to share 

  phone call 
  face-to-face meeting 

  workshop 
  other 

 

If ‘other,’ please describe briefly below. 
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8B. Is further collaboration/training required to properly implement the identified changes?    Yes    No 

If ‘Yes,’ briefly detail your plan/schedule below. 

     I will share the results of this assessment at the fall SAC meeting and will discuss the importance of self-reflection, the focus 
on job readiness, and guiding students in developing their time management skills. These themes will be reinforced in multiple 
classes in the program. 
 
These discussions may also lead to the identification of guest speakers or other resources we could bring into the classroom to help 
students grow in these areas. 
 
 
8C. Sometimes reassessment projects call for additional reassessments. These can be formal or informal. 
How will you assess the effectiveness of the changes you plan to make? 

  follow-up project in next year’s annual report    on-going informal assessment      
  in a future assessment project   other 

If ‘other,’ please describe briefly below. 
     I will continue to use the self-reflection assignment in winter term, hold individual meetings with students in spring term, share 
student outcomes with part-time faculty in the department, and develop meaningful ways for students to self-assess their 
performance and increase their effectiveness in their job search and application process, with the goal of placing all students into 
positions in the bioscience industry upon completion of coursework in the program. 
8D. SACs are learning how to create and manage meaningful assessments in their courses.  This 
development may require SAC discussion to support the assessment process (e.g., awareness, buy-in, 
communication, etc.). Please briefly describe any successful developments within your SAC that support 
the quality assessment of student learning. If challenges remain, these can also be shared. 
 

     The assessment of “soft skills” remains challenging as it is more difficult to establish objective criteria compared to the 
assessment of technical skills. As a SAC, we have focused on teamwork and self-reflection over the past two years and our 
upcoming focus for assessment in 2018-2019 will be “professional competence: planning and organization.”  
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To direct our assessment work, our SAC is in the process of obtaining industry feedback on the knowledge, skills, and abilities 
expected for entry-level bioscience technicians. Through the work of a curriculum subcommittee, we aim to develop an 
understanding of current and anticipated future hiring trends in the industry in order for our program training to remain current and 
relevant to employer needs. This industry input will guide us in our assessment strategies of both technical and soft skills, as well as 
aid in developing student buy-in for our department policies and individual assignments. Students will understand that the procedures 
and assessments in our program are meant both to guide their learning process as well as prepare them for the expectations they 
will encounter in the workforce.  
 

 

Appendices: 
1) Bioscience Technology - 2017-2018 Program Outcomes - Self-Reflection Part 1 (rating) 
2) Bioscience Technology - 2017-2018 Program Outcomes - Self-Reflection Part 2 (comments) 
3) BIT Program Outcomes – Instructor Feedback 
4) Traits and Behaviors Required for Jobs in Biotechnology 
5) Class Comparison Results 
6) Individual Comparison Results 

 



Progress Area

Maintain strong grades Complete all assignments Attend all classes
Consistently meet all                                   

course outcomes

Document all work according to 
established standards

Write and follow procedures
Use equipment properly                

(incl. calibration/verification)
Perform measurements with                               

accuracy and precision

Maintain safe and productive              
work environment

Correctly perform calculations                        
to support lab work

Troubleshoot equipment                       
and methods

Advanced lab techniques                                            
(SDS-PAGE, cloning, etc)

Update and strengthen resume Prepared for job interviews
Engage in Networking /                             

Social Media
Researched / applied for                                                                                    
internships and/or jobs

Planning /  Organization Responsibility / Integrity
Professionalism (punctual, dedicated, 

wise decision making)
Life-long learning

Verbal Communication with 
instructors and peers

Written Communication with 
instructors and peers

Teamwork Reliability

5 4 3 2 1

Excellent Very good Adequate
Aware of problem                                                                               
and working on it

In need of more awareness                                           
and improvement

Bioscience Technology - 2017-2018 Program Outcomes - Self-Reflection Part 1           Name: _______________________________

Provide a self-evaluation for each of the above criteria.

IV. Personal Effectiveness

V. Interpersonal Effectiveness

II. Technical

III. Job Readiness

Criteria

I. Academic
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Progress Area

Focus on the criteria most in need of improvement.  What have you learned about yourself in this area during the program so far? Which class 
challenged you the most in this area? What do you need to do in order to improve? Attach additional pages if needed.

V. Interpersonal Effectiveness

Provide 1 or more comments for each of the progress areas (2+ comments for technical areas).

IV. Personal Effectiveness

Bioscience Technology - 2017-2018 Program Outcomes - Self-Reflection Part 2           Name: _______________________________

Comments

I. Academic

II. Technical

III. Job Readiness
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Progress Area

Other Comments

Any other aspect of this student's performance that relates to their potential for employment in the bioscience industry? Are there any unique 
traits that this student demonstrates which you think may qualify or disqualify them from employment?

 Interpersonal 
Effectiveness

How did the student perform in your class? Did they attend all classes and submit all assignments on time? Are there any concerns with their ability 
to learn the material or meet course outcomes?

How are the student's technical skills (including documentation and knowledge/practice of safety)? [For lab classes]: Did they use equipment 
appropriately, follow protocols carefully, and show an ability to troubleshoot techniques?

Is the student ready for work in the industry? What aspects of their behavior or skill set need improvement in order to be ready? Would you be able 
to provide a supportive reference for this student?

Is the student organized, responsible, professional? Are they engaged with the material and dedicated to succeeding and continuing to learn?

Does the student communicate clearly in written and verbal forms with peers and with you? Are they a reliable contributor on teams?

Personal 
Effectiveness

BIT Program Outcomes           Instructor name: ________________________________    Student name:  ________________________________

Comments

Academic

Technical

Job Readiness
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Traits and Behaviors Required for Jobs in Biotechnology 
This list was created by representatives of ten different Biotechnology Occupations in 2 Job Analysis Workshops.  The Workshop Participants 
from industry agreed that all of the Traits and Behaviors were required for positions in laboratory testing, quality assurance, buffer and 
solution making, manufacturing, and others.  From “Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing Industry Skills Standards”  NSF award #0303030 (for 
more information, go to www.biomanufacturing.org. 

Self-evaluate:  5 is excellent, 4 very good, 3 adequate, 2 aware of the problem and working on it, 
  1 in need of more awareness & improvement (U = unsure) 

Start of 
term 

Comments (continue on back if needed) End of 
term 

Comments (continue on back if needed) 

Ability to Follow Directions 
Ability to Maintain Perspective 
Ability to be Self Critical 
Ability to Take Criticism 
Ability to Handle Stress 
Ability to Take Initiative 
Approachability 
Assertiveness 
Attention to Detail 
Common Sense 
Conflict 
Management/Resolution Skills 
Consistency 
Creativity 
Curiosity/Ability to Question 
Dedication 
Dependability 
Diversity Understanding 
Drive/Determination 
Endurance 
Flexibility/Adaptability 
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Friendliness 
Generosity 
Honesty 
Initiation 
Integrity 
Intelligence 
Leadership 
Maturity 
Mechanical ability 
Motivation (to do the work) 
Multi-tasking Ability 
Persistence 
Physical Energy 
Preciseness 
Problem Solving Ability 
Organization skills 
Resiliency 
Resourcefulness 
Respectfulness 
Respect for Authority 
Responsibility 
Self-Confidence 
Self-Control 
Sense of Humor 
Sense of Ownership 
Tactfulness 
Team Player 
Tenacity 
Willingness to Learn 
Work ethic 
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Class Comparison (how individuals evaluated themselves related to peers)
Academic Technical Job Readiness Personal Interpersonal TOTAL

#1 4.5 4.5 4.0 3.8 4.3 4.3
#2 4.4 4.1 2.0 3.7 4.3 3.8
#3 4.3 4.3 4.3 3.8 4.8 4.3
#4 4.3 4.6 2.3 3.8 4.3 4.0
#5 5.0 3.8 3.3 4.8 4.3 4.1
#6 4.5 3.8 3.0 4.6 4.4 4.0
#7 3.5 3.9 3.1 4.0 5.0 3.9
#8 4.3 4.4 3.8 4.5 4.8 4.3
#9 4.0 3.5 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.2
#10 4.5 3.9 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.9
#11 4.5 4.3 2.3 3.3 3.3 3.6
#12 4.8 4.6 4.5 5.0 4.8 4.7
#13 4.3 3.9 2.0 4.3 4.5 3.8
#14 3.8 4.4 3.3 4.5 3.5 4.0
#15 4.3 4.1 4.3 4.3 5.0 4.3
#16 4.0 3.6 3.3 3.8 4.0 3.7
#17 5.0 4.5 5.0 3.8 2.8 4.3
#18 4.0 4.5 3.8 4.8 5.0 4.4
#19 3.8 4.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 3.9

AVERAGE 4.3 4.1 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.0
MEDIAN 4.3 4.1 3.3 4.0 4.3 4.0
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Individual student comparison (identify areas of high and low scores for each individual student)
Academic Technical Job Readiness Personal Interpersonal TOTAL

#1 4.5 4.5 4.0 3.8 4.3 4.3
#2 4.4 4.1 2.0 3.7 4.3 3.8
#3 4.3 4.3 4.3 3.8 4.8 4.3
#4 4.3 4.6 2.3 3.8 4.3 4.0
#5 5.0 3.8 3.3 4.8 4.3 4.1
#6 4.5 3.8 3.0 4.6 4.4 4.0
#7 3.5 3.9 3.1 4.0 5.0 3.9
#8 4.3 4.4 3.8 4.5 4.8 4.3
#9 4.0 3.5 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.2
#10 4.5 3.9 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.9
#11 4.5 4.3 2.3 3.3 3.3 3.6
#12 4.8 4.6 4.5 5.0 4.8 4.7
#13 4.3 3.9 2.0 4.3 4.5 3.8
#14 3.8 4.4 3.3 4.5 3.5 4.0
#15 4.3 4.1 4.3 4.3 5.0 4.3
#16 4.0 3.6 3.3 3.8 4.0 3.7
#17 5.0 4.5 5.0 3.8 2.8 4.3
#18 4.0 4.5 3.8 4.8 5.0 4.4
#19 3.8 4.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 3.9

AVERAGE 4.3 4.1 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.0
MEDIAN 4.3 4.1 3.3 4.0 4.3 4.0
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